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*01.172 THEIL INDEXES  Concept and Applications see details in ** 01.17

• A. Concept: Theil-T index assess how much a given income distribution (each person receive yi of 
total income) is away of a perfect uniform distribution (each person receive 1/n of total income), or 
the redundancy degree in relation to the latter, weighting each observation by its share in total 
income.

THEIL (General Entropy) INDEXES
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Inequality of Opportunity in Brazil
François Bourguignon, Francisco H.G. Ferreira and Marta Menéndez (2007)

 Drawing on the distinction between variables of ‘circumstance’ (not in control of the individual) and

‘effort’ (in control of the individual) in John Roemer’s work on equality of opportunity, their approach is to

simulate the reduction in earnings inequality which would attain if differences in circumstance

variables were eliminated.

 The five observed circumstances (father’s and mother’s education; father’s occupation; race; and region of

birth) are found to account for between 10% and 37% of the Theil index, when accounting for possible

biases. Parental education is the most important circumstance affecting earnings, but the occupation of

the father and race also play a role. On average, some 60% of the effect of these circumstances operates

directly through earnings, while the remaining 40% or so operate by affecting the level of efforts expended

by individuals. The decomposition is applied to the distribution of male earnings in urban Brazil in 1996.

For men born between 1941-45,

elimination of inequality due to

observed circumstances reduces the

Theil index from 0.997 to some

value between 0.632 and 0.675, with

a mean estimate of 0.656. These

estimates indicate that 32%-37% of

earnings inequality in this cohort is

accounted for by unequal

opportunities – due only to those five

observed circumstance variables.

 The complete effect of equalizing each individual circumstance variable, while controlling for all others, is

shown above for the Theil coefficient separately for each cohort.

 Parental education plays the largest role in determining inequality, across all cohorts. If a lower bound (of

six school years) is imposed, as if schooling were compulsory (de facto, rather than merely de jure) until a

certain age, the contribution of parental education to reducing earnings inequality is not much smaller. This

suggests that it is the inequality of education at the bottom of the distribution that matters most to

explaining the contribution of opportunities to earnings inequality.
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 The most promising policies for reducing inequality of opportunities in Brazil might be those aimed at

reducing the effect of parental education on the child’s schooling and earnings.


